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Y r New Year’s Su e Plan
We have of cially started the New Year after what
have been an absolutely crazy, unpredictable and
challenging year. But now that it’s over, it is time to
get planning what we want to achieve in the New
Year.
For some of you, planning for the new year can seem
overwhelming or even daunting. But do not despair!
The next few steps should help you get some clarity
for the year ahead:

1. Refle tions
2. Gr t tude
3. Prior ties
4. Vision
Simply ll in the next pages of the book as it guides
you through your priorities for the new year.
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Step 1

Refle tions
In this chapter, think about what you have learned during the
last year. Step away from the things that you can’t control and
evaluate your actions, which were in your control. Let the
following questions guide you:
…List the things that worked well for you in past year.
…What actions have you taken that made them work?
…List the things that didn’t work that well.
…What could you have done differently to make them work?
…What can you learn from your success and your failures?
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Step 2

Gr t tude
The next step is to list the things you are grateful for. List as
many as you can, no matter how big or small. Use the following
as a guide:
…List as many things you were grateful for in the past year
…Choose 3 to 5 things you would like to carry over to the new
year
…List a few things you are grateful for that are speci c to the
year past
This should give you some perspective and show that the year
wasn’t all that bad.

I am gr tef l for...
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I am gr tef l to he l t year for...
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Things I w ld l ke to k p in he New Year..

Step 3

Prior ty # 2

Prior ties

Wh t?

In this chapter, review what you have written in the previous
two chapters.
Based on the things that you want to keep and what truly
matters, pick 2-3 areas that you would like to prioritise in the
new year.
State WHY it is important to you and brie y describe how you
intend to achieve it.

Why?
H ?

Prior ty # 1

Wh t?

Wh t?

Why?

Why?

H ?

H ?
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Prior ty # 3

Step 4

Vision
In this nal chapter, write the story of your best year which is
2021.
Imagine that you have achieved your goals and are living your
best life. What does your day to day life looks like now? How
do you feel having achieved your goals?
Visualise it in as much detail as possible and write it down. Use
the present tense and positive statements only.
When done, keep this vision and go over it frequently to help it
settle in your mind. Visualisation and law of attraction are used
by many celebrities, CEOs and other highly successful people.
It will help you write your own story too.

L t me t l y my su e tory
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Bonus Tips
This section will help you set realistic goals and inspire and
motivate their achievement through visualisation.
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S ing SMART go ls
Intention

Specific

Me ur ble A ain ble R levant Time-b nd

What is your goal?

What is the desired outcome?

How do you know when
you’ve achieved it?
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Is this goal realistic? How
attainable is it on a scale of 1
to 10?

How relevant is this goal on
the scale of 1 to 10?

What is the time frame for
achieving this goal?

Vision Board
A vision board is a great tool that helps to visualise your goals as well as inspire and motivate you for action.
You can create a physical vision board by taking a cork board or any type of visual display, and displaying carefully curated pictures that
you can print from the internet or cut out from magazines. Choose a word that would represent your main intention for the year and put
it on the board too. You can add inspirational quotes, too. Make sure that the board is not overly cluttered and actually re ects your
dream year.
You can also create a virtual board using visual software like Photoshop if you have the skills, or you can search vision board templates
for apps. Whichever you choose, as long as you stay true to yourself and spend time looking at the boards (preferably in the mornings),
it should help you keep to the course and achieve your goals.

This is just an example of a vision
board. The only limit here is your
creativity.
Dedicate the next weekend to
creating your own vision board.

Caption
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Your best year is waiting
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Go g t t!

